CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

From the data that have been collected to be examined, the study explains the several point to answer the statement of problem. The depiction of Einar in *The Danish Girl* that experience the confusion in his identity finally leads him to change his gender. This is because our public still relies on the idea of heterosexuality.

The idea of heterosexuality is idea that arrange the conventional of gender and sex. Einar passes some experiences that confuses him in determining his gender and his sex. The first stage is the performance that shows the originality of Einar’s identity. Einar has a penis that strengthens his identity as a man. Then he kisses Greta and marries with Greta. This action shows his masculine deeds. This action performs the conventional of gender and sex.

The second experience is the act of cross-dressing. This first action of Einar that contrast with his sex and Einar being feminime. Feminime only the word that is shaped by society, Einar’s free to act that contrast with society’s perception. Einar can wears woman’s stockings and go to party as Lili freely.

The third stages is changing gender. The concept of his alteration is gender is cultural action that does not emerge when human is born. Thus his new gender also occurs from replication and observation. Based on those concept, Einar changes his gender. Einar enjoys the softness of Henrik’s kisses. A romantic environment triggers a gender change when they kissing. Lili moves to in France.
Lili likes to go to the madame Jasmin-Carton in France for six months. In there, Lili observes woman’s physique and woman’s behavior. How the curvature of woman’s breasts and how a woman shows genitalia. After that, Lili can replicate action and the original of her identity.

The fourth experience is repetition. Lili’s gender may change due to repetition. Einar is being the model of Greta everyday. Einar wears dress repeatedly. Einar can choose the dress and being pretty. Thus Einar read books about sex and gender. Einar imagines the physique of woman from the reading activity continuously. Einar is getting convinced to change his gender and his sex.

The fifth is the revelation. The revelation starts with the coming-out process. Frau asks Einar’s name in Clinic. Einar answers his name as Lili. Thus Einar also is not ashamed to mention his disease to Ursula. He says that he ill inside.

The alteration of gender can result in punishment or an unpleasant consequence. Lili wants to be mother. But the second operation is fails. Lili feels severe pain in all of his body due to surgery. Lili should be given a shot of morphine continuously. Lili should drink cocaine, pain relief pills to reduce the pain. Lili receives unpleasant consequences from her choice.

All the explanations above are the portrayal of Einar’s confusion in his identity. This decision comes from biological reason and environmental reason. The confusion of his identity starts from the environmental factor. Finally, Einar becomes Lili. External factor comes from two reasons. The first is the compulsion of hard condition. A conditio that does not give other choice for Einar except
wearing the distorted clothing. Thus, the second factor is fear toward Einar’s father. Einar fears with his father anger. Consequently, einar does not want to replicate his father. There is word ‘Einar resented his father’. This means einar does not like his father. Einar does not want to replicate the coarse nature of man as his father.

Additionally the biological reasons also influence the deviation of Einar. The first biological reason is Einar actually has a pair of ovaries. Einar is classified as pseudomale that has woman cell although his physique is man. The second reason is Einar has the powerful desire to be a woman. Einar is willing to go to Dresden for ovarian surgery. She wants to be a mother. Einar always says that Einar and Lili live together in his body. “Where do you go to find her?” Dr. Hexler asked, “Inside me.”

Einar's deviation does not just happen automatically. There are experiences and reasons that make Einar transgender and transsexual. Since ancient times, irregularities have emerged. Identity aberrations are increasingly open today when Religion has set the issue of human identity. It is clearly mentioned in the Quran that man is created in the perfect form of man and woman. Deviation continues to be repeated by humans. Islamic religion in particular prohibits the deviant act of following the devil